May 2021

Hi All I apologize that this is long. We’ve had questions and this seems the best time to answer.
It’s been a busy calligraphic and artistic year! By bringing you a variety of learning experiences, we’re
confirming our commitment to low-cost education. With each paid workshop we hold, we are able to offer
free Outreach programs, which are open to both our members and to the public.
We’ve been so fortunate to still have the opportunity to study calligraphy and the related arts, even when
sheltering at home. As California re-opens and with vaccinations, it looks like that trend will continue, and
we're considering our options.
FOCUS: I do wish to share my thoughts on topics for our workshops. We’re constantly getting requests for
crafty classes. However, we must keep in mind that one contributing factor to guild decline is loss of focus
on lettering. Our main aim must be to teach and encourage calligraphy education. We’ll plan a sprinkling of
topics to complement our lettering.
IN-PERSON VS ONLINE: Our chapter membership has grown during this pandemic - we’ve gained members
from across the U.S., Canada, and all over the world. It’s exciting to know we can so easily share the screen
with fellow members from afar! With that, come new opportunities and challenges. Still, we haven’t been
seeing all our local San Diego members join us online. Some aren’t comfortable with the technology, others
simply prefer to learn in person.

There are pros and cons with each delivery method. We asked for your guidance on how to proceed, via
the recent SURVEY (see results in this newsletter). It’s clear that, at least for now, we’ll continue with a mix
of online and in-person offerings. Also, some of our instructors are only willing/able to teach a particular
topic a particular way, be it in-person or online. At least a couple of next year’s offerings will be only offered
in-person, as specified by the instructors or by our request. In the future, we hope to offer some hybrid
classes, where we meet in-person, but also broadcast for those who can only join online.
San Diego and IE/PV have entered into a “sister-chapter” relationship. We will coordinate so that at
least one of those chapters offers online education each month. We will also aim to offer periodic
in-person classes, provided we’re able to fill them. So, while distant members may not be able to take part
in everything we offer, there should still be much more available online than you’d have with any other
guild or any of the other chapters within SfC. Another chapter may offer more in-person.
RENEWALS: Several of our members have asked about renewals. SfC’s membership chair, David Mark, is work-

ing very long hours at his regular job and has fallen behind with this role. Please don’t worry about it, your
membership will continue until you’re given the opportunity to renew. Membership is going back up to its
pre-pandemic $42 fee (when paid by check). We’re hoping that Self-Service renewals will be available on our
website, but if not, I can work with those who aren’t able to pay via check. Our SD board member, Eva-Lynn
Diesenhaus, has volunteered to help with New Membership, to help ease David’s workload.

VOTING: Very soon, via email, you’ll be receiving a link to the ballot to vote for your San Diego
officers. Carol Weston put that together in Survey Monkey - it’s very easy to mark your votes. We
have two people stepping up for our team in an official capacity: Laurie Coe is on the ballot for
Secretary and Wendy Telford, as Exhibits Chair.
We love the saying, “Team work makes dream work”. We’d love to have more volunteers, either
for full roles, or simply as helpers. Kristi will stay on as Workshop Chairperson, but we’d love to
have someone who is comfortable with basic technology, take on one or more workshops and
programs - we’ll train you and you don’t have to be local! If you’d like to simply give it a try, no
need to commit to more, until you decide you’d like to do that!
EXHIBIT: Wendy Telford and your board are working to put together an Online Exhibit. Some
information is provided in this newsletter and a formal Call for Entries will be provided soon.
There is much more on the horizon. We’ll talk about that in a future edition, or via our email
bulletins.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions,
Kristi at sdpres@societyforcalligraphy.org
SD SfC President and Workshop Chairperson

San Diego Special Event: The Van Gogh Experience
Del Mar Fairgrounds, opens January 14, 2022 and runs through March 6, 2022
This presentation is an audiovisual experience like no other. Using projection technology to
journey into the world of Van Gogh, there are walls wrapped in light, color and shapes that make
his masterpieces come to life, all set to a symphonic score.

Click here for more information

Triangle Brush Florals Program
In March we were treated to a great program, Triangle Brush Florals, led by Syeda Ullah. Using watercolors
and an interesting fan-shaped brush, we learned how to create leaves, stems and flowers. Syeda showed us
several techniques, styles and layouts along with some beautiful colorful combinations.

Mina Choksi

Dorothy Wilson

Donna DeRemigis

Monoline Foundational Mini-Workshop
Our Monoline Foundational Mini-Workshop, led by Nina Tran, was a hit. She shared a ton of tips, along with
examples of how this circular-based hand is formed. We were carefully walked through the ductus of each
letter and number, so we knew which stroke came next. Her detailed instructions were easy to follow and
provided both a starting point for those not familiar with this hand as well as an excellent brush-up for those
who have worked with Foundational before.

Elaine Sartain

Rita Yanuar

Romans Review Program
In another enjoyable program, Kristi Darwick led participants in a review of Romans. We studied each
letter’s skeletal form and Kristi shared some alternatives on letters like R, J, K and B. She explained how to
use “visual spacing” to place letters next to each other, making it pleasing to the eye. She encouraged us
to create our own bouncing alphabet and to embellish with watercolor accents around and in between the
letters. We had time to go over the “Press/Release” technique to add interest to our work. And it was a
treat to see some slides of some of Kristi’s envelope collection with great examples of Romans. This was a
good head start for the upcoming June workshop, Drawn and Built-Up Capitals, with Yukimi Annand.

Wendy Telford

Rita Yanuar

Susan Mentes

Upcoming Programs and Workshops
Drawn and Built-Up Capitals
A Study of Hermann Kilian’s Work
Instructor: Yukimi Annand
(workshop currently full)
June 11—13, 2021
In this workshop, Yukimi will introduce the drawn capital
letters of Hermann Kilian, a German calligrapher. Using
tracing exercises and analyzing his letterforms, students will
create some texts in some of his styles.
Click here for more information

Practice Sheets Playday

Click here for more information

Instructor: Kristi Darwick
September 12, 2021
This program is designed to motivate us to experiment and
practice! We’ll talk about exercises to keep us enthusiastic
about picking up our pens and ideas on what to do with our
practice sheets.

Special Event
San Diego Chapter Online Exhibit
We’d like to announce our first San Diego Chapter virtual exhibit. Since we’re not yet
able to gather in person, we plan to create the exhibit online. Perfection is not necessary! This will be billed as “including student work,” and we’re all learning, right?!
Maybe you’ll create work based on a class you took with us, or maybe you have a favorite calligraphy technique you want to share - the only requirement is that calligraphy be
included. We’d love you to create a piece specifically for this exhibit, but even previously exhibited work will be accepted.
Prizes! We will randomly draw three door prizes of $25 workshop discounts! One
entry will be created per participant.
Who Can Enter: You must be a member of SfC. Membership in the San Diego
Chapter is optional.

Details: Members of the San Diego Chapter will be receiving details on how to enter
and information on how to send photographs of your work. So be on the lookout for
that email. Contact Wendy Telford, exhibit chair, (wendytel@cox.net) with any
questions.
For those of you who have not exhibited before, this is a wonderful opportunity. All
members are encouraged to display their work . And all levels are welcome!
Timeline:

All activities will be online

June 30

Return entrance form (will be sent to all San Diego members)

July 18

Last day to send images to Wendy Telford via email (instructions will be
provided)

July 23

7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. Virtual Opening reception - wine and snack on your
own optional! We will see a slideshow of the entries and hear a little bit
about each one.

Just for Fun
If you are looking for an alternative to practicing the phrase, “The quick brown
fox jumps over the lazy dog,” try a few of these fun exercises:
• How razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts.
•

Judge Power quickly gave six embezzlers stiff sentences.

•

My grandfather picks up quartz and valuable onyx jewels.

•

A large fawn jumped quickly over the white zinc boxes.

•

Adjusting quiver and bow, Pozmic killed the foxy ant.

•

I have quickly spotted the four women dozing in the jury box.

•

How vexing a fumble to drop a jolly zucchini in the quicksand.

And for more ideas on what to write during your practice - here are a few
suggestions from Kiala Givehand:
•

Look around and find a color that dominates the room. Write a list of words
that come to mind when thinking about that color.

•

Pull out two items from your purse or backpack. Write about why you have
those items and what they mean to you.

•

Make a list of all the things you did yesterday. Did you forget to do something? Is there something you need to do again?

•

Think back to the most recent meal/snack you ate. What do you remember
most about the meal/snack? Were you eating alone? Did you have more
than one helping? Are you eager to have that meal/snack again?

•

Do you watch television or movies? If so, write about your favorite show/
movie and pull out one or two quotes you love from it. If you don’t watch
television or movies, do this same prompt but with your favorite book or
magazine.

SURVEY RESULTS
City/State/Country: Indonesia, Marion OH, Temecula (2), North Carolina (2), Carlsbad CA, San Diego(11),
Philippines, Alpine, Zionsville Indiana, Midvale, IT, National City, Canada(2), Tennessee, Lakeside CA, La
Jolla, Oceanside, Santa Cruz, San Marcos, Maryland, Pittsburgh, La Mesa, Corona, Running Springs,
Rowland Heights, Orlando, San Marcos, Atlanta
Preference: In-person - 7, Online 16 , Mixed 17
Weekday classes: Yes - 33, No - 6

If weekday: Morning - 20, Afternoon - 16, Evening - 11
Weekend times: Sat morning - 28, Sat afternoon - 25, Sun morning - 19, Sun afternoon - 22
Requested topics:
• Layout and design
• Rustics
• Spencerian, uncial
• Play days, Sunday fun, or follow up to any of the topics this year for practice, etc.
• Carolingian
• Uncial, Gothic Italic, and other scripts
• Any pointed pen variations, uncial, gilded letters
• Design and layout
• Beginning Italic Calligraphy
• Monoline lettering, book making, watercolor
• Copperplate & flourishing
• Beginner black letter and copperplate. Also how to do envelopes
• Envelopes
• Pointed pen
Specific instructors:
• Nina Tran (4)
• Rebecca Wild, Carole DuBosch
• Pat Blaire (2)
• Laurie Doctor, Gemma Black, Loredana Zega
• Barbara Close
• Amity Parks, Nancy Culmone (colored pencil)
• David Grimes
• Mike Kescig
• Suzanne Cunningham

*** More ***

SURVEY RESULTS, Continued
Comments
•
I hope you continue with online
• Thank you!
• I did a zoom with Portland Group recently for Pebble Mandalas (dot patterns) with Christi Payne. I
haven't tried it yet. We should have her for a short program. She has made them for years and it
would be a very nice program with a message that will likely change everyone's outlook on the
idea of why you might want to make one or a dozen.
• You have done a wonderful job this year with programming and events!
• Thank you to Kristi for her kindness and efforts with our San Diego Guild.
• Requests for topics and/or experts can come later but not for basic skills
• Prefer more online classes due to convenience and access to materials that we may not have
thought to bring to class, but having 2-3 in-person classes per year sound good, to capture those
calligraphers/presenters who prefer in-person contact. Also would not be interested in intensive
study of more than a 3-4 week commitment, if given a weekly series of interest.
• Great job in the programs scheduled so far
• I will definitely renew my membership as long as you are offering online classes, another good
option would be is if you have maybe a hybrid class for those of us who can't be there in person
maybe they could either livestream or record that class and we would pay the fee to join in. I'm
sure it would be a decision the instructor would need to be comfortable with but something to
think about. Definitely enjoying getting back into calligraphy and this group is very friendly. Thank
you Kristi for everything that you do make this possible.
• Much thanks to the Board for all their efforts.
• Thank you for all of the classes you have offered during the pandemic. They have gone a long way
in making a difficult situation more tolerable.
• Not sure if I answered the above question regarding meetings correctly. As I am out of state I
would only renew if you continue with online classes, since I can’t be there in person. I hope most
guilds will continue with both online and in person, as I believe the in-person is very valuable for
Guilds. I am hoping our local Guild will also be hybrid. This is a lot more work for everyone, but it
will expand all of our horizons and keep membership up for everyone. I have gained so much by
being a member of this guild and I hope to continue. Thank you for all your work during this very
challenging year. Kudos to those that have managed the technology for the group.
• I feel that I have been blessed to take courses via zoom with SfC. It’s opened up a world of
instructors for me and I hope to be able to continue with this fantastic group.
• Kristi - you have done a marvelous job and I love zooming, as long as it is cost effective. There are
some zoom classes now that I would love to take, but they are more than an "in person" workshop would cost, which I think is unfair as the instructors and groups have severely lowered their
overhead costs. So you keep on truckin’ lady and opening new horizons for us all.
• I would like notification of when my dues are due
Thanks to all who participated in our survey. Your contribution is appreciated!

